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Delivering a private cloud and cloud-based 
services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus on Visibility, Control and Automation 
Will leave you with 3 key points today
Why cloud on highly scalable platforms give you an advantage in cloud
When do you see the advantages of your virtualization to cloud journey
Why its important to understand the larger cloud management story, as you grow into higher value uses for cloud
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Cloud Enabled Data Center
Integrated service management, automation, provisioning, 

and self service 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Desktop cloud
. IBM Smart Business Desktop enables PCs, thin clients, and tablets to access platform-independent, hosted applications and full client images. The solution delivers a resilient, standards-based IT infrastructure for almost any traditional desktop application.
Pain Points
Need to simplify distributed end-user environment to reduce costs and complexity●
Need to enable business flexibility by providing access to applications and data to an increasingly mobile workforce●
Need to enhance data and infrastructure security

Cloud Service Management	
Cloud Service management allows customers to optimize their virtualized and standardized infrastructure to provide cloud service delivery. Integrated service management provides visibility, control and automation of cloud service from provisioning to service assurance, availability, security, governance, compliance, business services and operational services.  
This project caters to more advance cloud capabilities enabling customers to setup and manage their cloud environment.
Pain Points
Buyer: CIO / CTO, Business Exec
High cost of core infrastructure, applications, middleware
High operational cost, primarily labor
Elasticity to deploy new applications to address LoB opportunities
End Users: IT Admin, Operations, End User
Complexities in managing virtualized environments
Multiple management screens and apps to provide service delivery
Eliminate downtime and deliver on SLA for applications
Lack of automated delivery of standardized “stacks” and “solutions”
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Consequences of Lack of Action on Cloud

Pressure from IT’s internal customers to deploy services quicker and a lower costs as Cloud 
moves into the mainstream

– One UK Bank had a LOB deploy a Public Cloud offering from Google without consultation 
with the IT dept…

Without Cloud type offerings deployed, the businesses competition will be quicker to react when 
launching new applications or systems, leading to loss of 1st mover advantage.

Without an internal scalable, elastic, easily provisioned, simply charged-back infrastructure the 
case for either outsourcing or Cloud increases

Cloud computing offers the promise of starting new businesses relatively easier, without the high 
burden of IT capital expenditure of the past. This opens up many industries to new breeds of “IT 
asset light” competitors.
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Higher Utilization
Up to 100% CPU utilization
“Shared everything” architecture
Host thousands of mixed workloads

More Efficient Data Center
Less power and cooling
Less floor space
Fewer parts to manage

Increased Productivity
Efficient, rapid provisioning
Superior workload management 
Fewer parts to manage

Greater Reliability, Availability
Built-in hardware redundancy
Decades of RAS innovation
Capacity and Backup on Demand

Why deploy clouds on larger, scale-up servers like System z? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you think about the characteristics we just talked about this chart is fairly easy to understand.  From a hardware perspective if you can start with a platform that has refined the characteristics of scale, utilization, performance, reliability over the last 40 years, why not get a head start on your competition by using that platform.  If you can set aside all the preconcieved notions about the role of system z and just look at the facts, like a consumer buying a new home appliance, why not buy the highest rated system.  And at the same time save energy and floor space.  This is what IBM has done internally and has saved billions, so it does work.
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System z has had Cloud Computing capability supplying 
business flexibility for years  

System z supplies all components necessary to deliver cloud today 

Availability and Provisioning 

Security and Compliance 
Transaction Processing 

Scalability 

Workload Management 

Auditing and Metrics 

Automation for deploying 
Virtual Machines and recovery 

applications including DR

Manage cloud infrastructure 
capacity requirements consistent 

with business policies

Scale vertically with zOS and 
LPAR and horizontally with 

zLinux and zVM coupled with 
Workload Manager

Support integration of cloud 
with mission critical OLTP 

applications

System Z Security provides fine 
grained controls with hardware 

encryption and isolation

Workload based accounting and 
metering to support capacity 

planning and chargeback to LOB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cloud is the computing infrastructure, providing elastic scalability in accordance with demand and asset protection through isolation, integrity, image management and risk and compliance management.  In addition, security built into the layers of the cloud ensures that business data is protected. 

There is no doubt that system z has cloud covered.

Hopefully I have peaked your interest in looking at z as a cloud platform, but you may be thinking we have started some virtualization projects but I’m not really sure we are seeing the benefits of cloud.
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ApplAppl ApplAppl

Strategies to Reduce Costs and Improve Value 

Consolidate Hardware 
Infrastructure

Eliminate Redundant 
Software and Data

Improve Service 
Delivery

Optimize the Overall IT Environment

Compress
Deduplicate
Integrate
Archive

ApplAppl ApplAppl ApplAppl ApplAppl
SOA

Cloud Computing

Integrated Service Management

Visibility AutomationControl
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Putting zEnterprise System to the task 
Use the smarter solution to improve your application design
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Putting zEnterprise System to the task – Use the smarter solution to improve your application design
Note to a presenter.. this chart can wrap up what you’ve told the customer about the new solution in 1 picture.  The Purple boxes and lines represent the Unified Resource Manager, it’s agents and the private support network (intra-node network management).  The dotted line shows that z/OS and Linux on System z will offer monitor capabilities but not turn over management (provide agents) to Unified Resource Manager.  The orange arrow at the bottom is the private data network (called Intra-ensemble data network – IEDN).  You can point out the z196, the zBX, the blades and optimizers.  

Note to the presenter:  
Depending on your comfort level, and time, you can talk about:
How the hypervisors are treated as system z firmware
That the general purpose x and p blades are virtualized unconditionally
The SE has been extended to orchestrate hardware operational control for the blades as well as for System z (config, problem management, call home, etc)
The blades are optional, and you get the Unified Resource Manager capabilities with the system z196 (don’t need a zBX to get value)
The role of the HMC is being extended, and is evolving to be a full function platform management appliance
The HMC represents the "management access point" for all Unified Resource Manager management functions
The hypervisors are PS/SM, z/VM, PowerVM and there will be a hypervisor for System x when it’s available 1H11.
There is compelling value here is that the Unified Resource Manager has "workload awareness" where workloads consist of virtual images across the hybrid
Also we offer performance management to monitor the CPU 
We deliver end-to-end consistent hardware service management (CE, patch,  call home) for the entire h/w topology.

Transition:  And let’s take one more look at the flexibility you will have in decided where to run your application based on your service level requirements.  
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76% lower 
overall TCO

Source: IBM internal study. zEnterprise configurations needed to support the three workload types were derived from IBM benchmarks. Public cloud sizing needed to support the 
three workload types was calculated based on compute capacity of public cloud services. 3 yr TCO for public cloud based on pricing info available by the service provider. 3 yr 
TCO for zEnterprise includes hardware acquisition, maintenance, software acquisition, S&S and labor. US pricing and will vary by country.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Puttting it all together in terms of hardware, software  and labor costs.. Here are the results for 3 year tco.  We found that the overall tco for a private cloud with zenterprise was 76% less than the public cloud on Amazon.  Again to summarize .. why is that the case.. First due to consolidating and virtualizing the workloads on zenterprise resulted in a much smaller footprint so less hardware, and software costs in the zenterprise case. Furthermore the standardization and automation with zManager and Solution Edition for Cloud Computing resulted in reduced labor costs compared to the public cloud case. 
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Obtaining the full benefits of cloud 
Movement to standardized infrastructure is driving greater automation and optimization

Consolidation
of physical IT
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STANDARDIZATION

Virtualization
For increased 

utilization

Shared Resources 
Common workload 

profiles

Automation
Flexible delivery         

& self service

Cloud
Dynamic workload 

provisioning

INNOVATION & 
AGILITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
POINT HERE IS THAT CLOUD ISN’T ABOUT VIRTUALIZATION…  INCREASED STANDARDIZATION WILL IMPROVE THE ECONOMICS OF IT INFRASTRUCTURE, AND INCREASE THE ABILITY FOR IT TO SUPPORT INNOVATION AND AGILITY IN THE BUSINESS…

This chart looks complicated but is actually fairly simple and tells a critically important story.  It is saying that consolidation and virtualization is good but not sufficient to realize the benefits of cloud computing.  You really need to move to the next level which is standardization.  This is a key underpinning of automation, shared resources and cloud.  If you think about cloud services and workloads, yes you can provision new services very rapidly, but if everything is a one off you are never going to see a reduction in cost and improvements in scalability.  Those cloud based improvements are driven by automating the delivery of standardized services across shared resources, which will deliver flexible business model delivery, which is what you want from the cloud.  Without standardization you just have automated virtual server sprawl, but with standardization you use automation to drive down costs and improve service quality and delivery time.  
Let’s see the benefits people are seeing.
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Cloud computing services from IBM are delivering measurable 
results and addressing IT infrastructure challenges

Value delivered

Change management

Test provisioning

Install database

Install of operating system

Provisioning environment

Design & deploy business applications

From traditional To cloud
Months

Weeks

1 day

1 day

▄

Months

Days or hours

20 minutes

12 minutes

30–60 minutes

51% cost savings

Days/Weeks

Deliver IT without 
boundaries

Improve IT delivery 
speed and agility

Create new 
business value

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point:  As a result, many companies are experimenting with cloud computing, using computing resources only when and where needed, as a way to reduce the cost and complexity of delivering traditional IT services 

Harnessing cloud is one of the key ways companies can keep pace with ever increasing consumer expectations and competitive pressures. Consolidation, data center efficiency and lower costs are some of the drivers that led to early cloud adoption.
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However, Cloud is not without its challenges…
After all, IT has been trying to automate service delivery from the start...

Lower costs, reduced risk, improved business outcomes.

…design cloud- 
ready applications?

…enable self-service 
in the cloud?

…ensure effective 
release across DevOps?

…ensure cloud service   
quality is maintained?

…design a secure & resilient 
cloud infrastructure?

Full service lifecycle management, not just provisioning of resources
Seamless collaboration & workflow across Service Design and Service Operations. 
Interoperability of infrastructure, tools & delivery models as automated system.

How do you…

Cloud 
Requires

Bottom Line: • Virtualization good starting point but not sufficient 
• X86 Server Virtualization has not been the nirvana it was promised to be:

•VM Stall - Still hundreds of server o/s images to manage
•VM sprawl – Hundreds of VM’s deployed as it is easy to deploy a VM

• Requires intelligent platform and QOS that z provides  

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Outages: Amazon, Microsoft, Tmobile, Intuit, Salesforce.com, Terremark, Paypal, Rackspace, 
Security Breaches: Sony, Google, Epic Games,

Main Point:  As cloud computing becomes pervasive, clear and well-defined approaches that consistently deliver tangible results are emerging.  These patterns of adoption meet the most pressing priorities of organizations today and can be grouped into the following four categories:

Cut IT expense and complexity through data center optimization: addresses immediate needs for cutting IT expense and complexity while improving efficiency of service delivery. Typically these projects include significant elements of consolidation, virtualization, standardization and automation.
Accelerate time to market by rapidly building, deploying, and managing new services -  solve the need for accelerating time to market for new services and increasing profitability and competitive advantage.  Typically these projects are characterized by standardized and automated provisioning of topologies for pre-defined workloads.
Innovate business models by becoming a cloud service provider is for organizations that want to capitalize on new business models and revenue sources by offering cloud-based services to others. Examples range from core cloud service delivery to industry-specific integrated service management with storage, networking and security.
Gain immediate access to enterprise-class software as a service is about gaining immediate access to enterprise class solutions while minimizing risk and capital expense.  Some services include collaboration, business process management, analytics, application management, email, integration, order-to-cash,  B2B, dev/test, service desk, and marketing.
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VISIBILITY CONTROL AUTOMATION

Cloud 
Computing

Workload 
Optimization 

Federated 
Information

Business Services & Assets

Discovery Provisioning SecurityMonitoring Accounting 

Maximize utilization from  automating and 
deploying  workloads in a cloud

Achieve greater efficiency with 
standardized, simplified resource 
allocation and monitoring

Increase availability based on analytics for 
improved customer satisfaction 

Operate workloads securely across 
Enterprise Businesses

Improve ROI with tracking and billing 
based on workload usage

Integrated Service Management delivers the value of Cloud 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clearly you need VCA to address the challenges of moving to the cloud and coupling VCA with a platform like z is the most effective platform for delivering cloud computing.

Let’s look in more detail at what VCA provides for Cloud.
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VISIBILITY CONTROL AUTOMATION

IBM’s Cloud Service Delivery Platform gives organizations the 
Visibility, Control, AutomationTM needed for cloud…

Control: Manage 
compliance and costs 
through effective cloud 
policy enforcement and 

service reporting.

Automation: Enable user 
self service while improving 

productivity and time to 
market for cloud services.

Visibility: Track cloud 
service levels & 

performance, and predict 
cloud problems before 
clients are impacted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visibility is your early warning system for cloud, seeing how your cloud is meeting service levels.
Control is about protecting the cloud, which is always a topic of concern in cloud environments.
Automation is about improving customer satisfaction with service delivery while reducing costs.

With IBM we can cover everything from the basic needs to get you started to advanced and graduate capabilities to grow with you as your needs grow.  
The next section will look at some of the basic and more advanced capabilities of VCA for clouds.
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Driving cloud ROI using advanced cloud management capabilities

Basic

Advanced

Discovery
Chargeback

Service catalog

Security

Provisioning
Self Service

Dynamic Workload Mgt.
Deployment Patterns

Agile Operation

Monitor in real-time

Predictive Analytics
Tracking Cloud Services
Business Service Mgt.

VISIBILITY CONTROL AUTOMATION

Cloud Management
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Visibility to cloud servers through real-time monitoring

Collect key performance and availability 
metrics.

– Application, VM, virtual network, virtual 
storage I/O and other metrics

Receive real-time proactive & predictive 
alerts

– Side-by-side and historical data to 
identify problems quickly

Warehouse data and report on current and 
future trends 

– Identify resource bottlenecks, plan for 
future capacity needs, and optimize 
resource performance

VISIBILITY
Basic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monitoring of health & avail of HMC (HW mgmt console-does config of lpars, cpu memory, runs on linux, highly scale)
Monitors CEC/Frame: hypervisor-shows memory and cpu allocation by lpars
Monitors VIOS: this agent is shipped w/VIOS-shows how nw interfaces are mapped to each lpar
Monitors LPARS: memory, disk, nw, cpu info per lpar
Answers:

What is the overall resource utilization of my server?
How are resources allocated per virtual machine?
What is the resource utilization per virtual machine, and�how can I optimize it?
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Visibility at the business level leveraging detailed views

Visualize physical & logical    
partitions and physical & virtual   
machines 
See service-impacting root cause 
events for prioritized response

Red “hot spot”
indicates bottleneck

Synchronous 
transactions

Green arrow 
indicates start node

Agentless tracking for public and hybrid clouds, 
zLinux agent for clouds on z

Ability to monitor and alert on SOA SLA 
policies defined in WebSphere 

Integrated response time and tracking

Business Service Management Detailed transaction view

VISIBILITY
Advanced

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agentless Tracking:  ITCAM for Transactions 7.3 can plug into an IT environment at the Network level and create a composite view of an applications transaction path(s).  This method provides less detail than Agent based approach, but is much easier to deploy.  This is especialy suited for Distributed systems where much of the inter-component communication flows on the network. 

SOA governance:  ITCAM for SOA Platforms 7.1 (fixpack) - The customer can define a SOA policy (such as average response time per day) in the WSRR registry.  The DataPower appliance can then enforce the policy by re-routing / prioritizing traffic, and ITCAM can monitor the SLA adherence.  This works on both Distributed systems and on System z, both managed (the service client or endpoint reside on System z) and manage from (ITCAM can run on System z).  
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Visibility through analytics to enable capacity planning and 
optimization of cloud & virtual environments VISIBILITY

Advanced

Perform virtual machine right sizing -
adjust the allocated computing resources 
to levels needed for the virtual machine by 
understanding real usage of computing 
resources over time
Determine how many more customers or 
virtual machines can be serviced with 
existing resources 
Predict physical and virtual resource 
capacity bottlenecks
Performance trending and resource 
forecasting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are available today in ITM for Virtual Servers, a foundational component of Tivoli’s APM & virtualization management solutions
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Control the cloud environment and services

• Understand what you have

• Discovery application 
relationships/dependencies

• Determine if it is compliant

Business 
Application

Infrastructure  Application

Computer System

Switch

Single repository for all 
cloud services

Insure delivery of standard 
services to avoid virtual 
server sprawl

Control supply by 
charging for services

Determine service 
rates based on 
service costs and real 
usage

Provide service usage 
and enable billing

Discover Service Catalog Chargeback

CONTROL
Basic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Application Mapping with Dependencies
Horizontal discovery from a logical composite business app to a L2 port on a switch
The software lets IT managers see the logical and physical dependencies among applications, servers and devices, experts say.
“If you want to manage an IT service, you need to first define what it’s made up of, how it’s configured
					
Configuration Auditing
Vertical dimension of discovery – not just the apps, but how they are configured
see the configuration of the to the applications, hosts and network devices discovered 
					
Compliance
	Compare the configurations of the apps discovered to a designated golden master to catch rouge changes and use as input to remediation process
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Control cloud security 

Access and 
Identity

Data and 
Information

Release 
Management

Security 
Event 

Information 
Management

Physical 
Security

Threat and 
Vulnerability 
Management

Need to leverage 
a combination of 
extensive internal 

policies

Apply data 
protection to 

information when 
possible

Implement strong 
polices for 

management of 
virtual images 
and software 

within it’s 
environment

Provide the 
functions for 

security event 
and information 
management

Need to apply 
security to data 
centers such as 

CCTV, 24/7 
physical security 
biometrics, etc.

Leverage 
managed 

services and 
tolling for best of 
breed solutions

Deploy a security strategy that smoothly integrates into the fabric of the cloud

Consider… one size does not fit all, different cloud workloads have different risk profiles

CONTROL
Basic- Adv.
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Control in cloud will require security to address reliability 
and compliance

• Enforce security policy compliance and reduce security vulnerabilities
• Centrally manage and protect access to applications, business services, 

infrastructure, and data across server, storage and network
• Leverage the mainframe as your Enterprise Security Hub for cross-platform security

Comprehensive security control
Cost-effective security administration, security 
policy enforcement, automated auditing and 
compliance to detect threats and reduce risk

Advanced security key management
Protect data encrypted on server and storage
Supports all latest system Z centric storage
Supports all system Z hardware crypto

CONTROL
Advanced

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BM Tivoli® Key Lifecycle Manager helps IT organizations better manage the encryption key life cycle by enabling them to centralize and strengthen key management processes. 
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Automation of service provisioning and enable self service

•Self serve web portal allows users to 
request services from a service catalog

•Automate approval workflows  and provide 
visibility to status

•When service no longer needed de- 
provision resources and return to pool

Hypervisor 2

WindowsLinux

CPU 1 CPU 2 CPU 3 CPU 4

Windows

Apps Apps Apps

Middleware Middleware Middleware

Hypervisor 1

WindowsLinux

CPU 1 CPU 2 CPU 3 CPU 4

Windows

Apps Apps Apps

Middleware Middleware Middleware

SAN SAN

Virtual Servers

Virtual 
Storage

Virtual Networks

Hypervisor 2

WindowsLinux

CPU 1 CPU 2 CPU 3 CPU 4

Windows

Apps Apps Apps

Middleware Middleware Middleware

Hypervisor 2

WindowsLinux

CPU 1 CPU 2 CPU 3 CPU 4

Windows

Apps Apps Apps

Middleware Middleware Middleware

Hypervisor 1

WindowsLinux

CPU 1 CPU 2 CPU 3 CPU 4

Windows

Apps Apps Apps

Middleware Middleware Middleware

Hypervisor 1

WindowsLinux

CPU 1 CPU 2 CPU 3 CPU 4

Windows

Apps Apps Apps

Middleware Middleware Middleware

SANSAN SANSAN

Virtual Servers

Virtual 
Storage

Virtual Networks

Control & 
Automation

Provision/ 
move virtual 
resources

Visibility
Monitoring 

data

• Coordinate and manage virtual 
resource provisioning from a 
centralized manager

• Increased HW utilization and 
decreased energy consumption

Self Serve Portal Automated Provisioning

AUTOMATION
Basic
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Automation for cloud based dynamic workload management

Templates Llibray

Linux Servers 
pool 

Accounts DB

Enterprise 
Scheduler

Create Templates
Define time-windows
Define QoS/SLAs

IT Administrator

Cloud Mgmt 
Platform

Provision the environment
Monitor the environment

Elastic scale
Deprovision environment 

Configure Scheduler

AUTOMATION
Advanced

Dynamically expand resources to 
meet spikes in demand such as 
month end processing

Reduce investments and effort, 
through simple provisioning and 
release of workload automation 
resources

Simplify the lifecycle management 
of a “batch-ready” execution 
environment

Reduce energy costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create a workload execution environment in the cloud
Allows to model, reserve and automatically provision workload ready execution environments in a cloud
Adjust workload dispatching according to SLA risk status
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Automation drives agile operations cloud

Integration Services: Resource Reconciliation, Security Service Provider Registration

Use Case: Rapid and scalable deployment of an application performance test 
environment for a critical Line of Business Application

Developer

Line of Business needs 
large number of application 

instances for a go live  
performance test

Search Solutions & Knowledge 
Bases

Access cloud service from 
end user portal

C
LO

U
D

 O
R

C
H

ES
TR

A
TI

O
N

Approval, Reservation & Placement

Onboard Users & Resources

VM, Storage & Network Provisioning

Application & Test Tools Provisioning
Search Solutions & Knowledge 

BasesStart testing application

Service 
Provider

(automation)

AUTOMATION
Advanced
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Automation optimizes service delivery through dynamic 
application pattern deployment

Optimized workload deployment : Integrated Dev/Ops tools, Dynamic Scalability, Resource Elasticity

Use Case: Rapid development of middleware application patterns with 
accelerated staging across release environments

AUTOMATION
Advanced
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z/OS z/OS z/VM z/VM

Business 
Apps

Data 
Serving

Linux 
Virtual 

Servers

Linux 
Virtual 

Servers

Shared Everything Infrastructure 
(CPU, Memory, Network, Adapters, Crypto, Devices)

(1) Based on zEnterprise comparison to virtualized x86 alternative
(2) Based on three-year acquisition costs for large-scale, enterprise-class workloads
(3) Based on life-cycle management testing of large-scale virtual server environment conducted by IBM

Virtual 
Servers

Virtual 
Servers

zEnterprise-Managed 
Infrastructure 

(Hardware, Hypervisors, 
Virtual Servers)

Hypervisor Hypervisor

Consolidate even more with 
zEnterprise IFLs: up to 60%
faster at 33% lower price
Increase energy savings as
you scale, up to 75% (1)

Spend up to 70% less on
acquisition costs (2) and boost 
staff productivity by up to
70% (3) compared to
virtualized x86 alternatives
Incorporate IBM POWER®

and System x technologies
for unparalleled levels of 
workload optimization
Manage and govern the
integrated environment
to deliver superior business 
results at a lower cost 

Hypervisor

Virtual 
Servers

High Speed Private NetworkHigh Speed Private Network

IBM zEnterprise for IT Optimization, Consolidation, Cloud Computing 
The “graduate” level capabilities in Cloud computing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
zEnterprise delivers an even faster processor core and a larger cache memory structure.  These improvements directly benefit the “density” of workload consolidation using Linux on z/VM.  In general, zEnterprise clients will be able to host more virtual servers per IFL than possible with z10 or earlier systems.  The estimated increase is expected to be approximately 30%.  Potentially higher in some cases.  This is to say, if a z10-based environment can host 30 virtual servers per IFL, a zEnterprise environment would likely be able to host 39 or more of the same virtual servers on a zEnterprise IFL.  For software licensed on a per-real-core basis, this represents a significant cost savings.  Being able to host more virtual servers per IFL, per z/VM, per zEnterprise also increases staff productivity (a higher consolidation density helps users manage more virtual servers per person). 

The new RAIM technology in zEnterprise increases overall system availability in the event there is a memory failure.  This nicely complements the dynamic CPU sparing capability of System z for added levels of fault tolerance.  For I/O and networking, System z and z/VM offer exceptionally high levels of availability by supporting multiple paths of connectivity to device and network assets.  

Application Serving Blades offer clients another option for hosting workloads that integrate with System z environments (like z/OS and even Linux on System z).  The attractiveness of using ASBs is greatly increased with the availability of the Unified Resource Manager, which simplifies the operational management of a System z environment that incorporates non-System z processors. 
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Workload Resource Groups moves management to the business 
level versus resources and components

x86/
KVM

Power7/
PowerVM

z/VM

LPAR

Network Storage

Combine and apply 
Performance Policy 

Definition of Workload Resource Groups  
based on platform requirements to support 
business services 

Workload Resource Groups can be 
provisioned, monitored, discovered and 
automated   

Virtual
Servers

Storage Network

Policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A ‘Workload Resource Group’ in the zEnterprise context is the collection of virtual servers, storage, networking and hardware resources that are defined within the zHMC user interface. By following this construct customers can begin to move beyond the management of resources and components of services. Workload management enables the alignment of (until now) disparate resources to goals and priorities at the level that delivers business value.

With zEnterprise GA2, service management providers, such as Tivol, will be able to create, delete and modify workload resource groups programatically using zHMC APIs.  
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IBM can help you assess where you are today, and keep up 
with where industry is going

Join IBM Academic Initiative to enhance staff productivity: 
Training on Integrated Service Management and System z 

Receive ISM for zEnterprise information updates on a regular basis: 
IBM Software Newsletter 

Leverage Integrated Service Management information: 
Managing cloud deployments on IBM System z
Integrated Service Management for System z
Service Management Strategy & Design 

Get started with Cloud design services
Strategy and design services for a cloud infrastructure

Take advantage our of FREE self-assessment tool:
Integrated Service Management Self-Assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point:  IBM can help you assess where you are today, and offer the right roadmap for success, and help you gain the expertise and learn more. 

With the concern about System z skills, the IBM Academic Initiative is a program to look at.   Get regular updates by subscribing to the IBM Software Newsletter that includes regular articles about System z software.  

Leverage IBM service management assessment and planning services: 
Service Management Strategy & Planning - Provides a collaborative, standards-based planning approach and leverages experienced practitioners and proven practices for better service management planning.

Take advantage our of FREE self-assessment tool:
ISM SELF-ASSESSMENT
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/preLogin.do?source=itsmat2
�The Integrated Service Management self-assessment tool can help you unlock the value of service management in your organization.   You can take the assessment and rate processes grouped for your convenience. Select them all or select individual processes depending on your evaluation needs. The rating can provide insight into each of the following ITSM attributes: 
Capability 
Importance 
Automation 
Governance

Taking this assessment is your first step in realizing the benefits of an integrated, services oriented approach to service management which include:
Effective and efficient delivery of IT services.  
Quantifiable process performance 
Extracting greater value of existing investments, and. 
Increasing IT organizational productivity.

The IBM IT Service Management Self-Assessment will help you better understand how your IT infrastructure can more effectively and efficiently deliver IT services by:
Evaluating IT processes and their importance to your ITSM efficiency and effectiveness.  
Providing insights into the process priorities for improvements based upon your situation.  
Sharing approaches and solutions on how an integrated, services approach to ITSM can benefit your organization.

Join the IBM Academic Initiative: 

Receive regular updates. 

https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/devtool/scholar/web/coursewarePickPage.do?source=ai-course-systemz
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/info/newsletter/index.html
http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/tis14096usen/TIS14096USEN.PDF
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/tivoli/solutions/zsmc/
http://www-304.ibm.com/shop/americas/content/home/store_IBMPublicUSA/en_US/information-technology-services.html
http://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/en/it-services/strategy-and-design-services-for-a-cloud-infrastructure.html
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/tivoli/governance/servicemanagement/resources/self-assessment-tool.html
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